Exploring the dynamics of a tritrophic food chain model with multiple gestation periods.
This work is mainly focused on the series of dynamical analysis of tritrophic food chain model with Sokol-Howell functional response, incorporating the multiple gestation time delays for more realistic formulation. Basic properties of the proposed model are studied with the help of boundedness, stability analysis, and Hopf-bifurcation theory. By choosing the fixed parameter set and varying the value of time delay, the stability of the model has been studied. There is a critical value for delay parameter. Steady state is stable when the value of delay is less than the critical value and further increase the value of delay beyond the critical value makes the system oscillatory through Hopf-bifurcation. Whereas, another delay parameter has a stabilizing effect on the system dynamics. Chaotic dynamics has been explored in the model with the help of phase portrait and sensitivity on initial condition test. Numerical simulations are performed to validate the effectiveness of the derived theoretical results and to explore the various dynamical structures such as Hopf-bifurcation, periodic solutions and chaotic dynamics.